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Pedro Julio Mir Valentin was a poet, essayist, historian, lawyer and educator. He was born on June 3, 1913, in San Pedro de Makois and died on July 11, 2000, in Santo Domingo. The son of Pedro Mir, a Cuban industrial mechanic who settled in San Pedro de Macoric in the early twentieth century and Puerto Rican Vicenta Valentin. He
attended elementary and secondary school in his hometown, where he also graduated from regular school. In 1941, he received his doctorate in law from the University of Santo Domingo. In 1947, the political situation in the country and its opposition to the tyranny of the Trudzhilist led him to settle in Havana, Cuba. From Cuba, he went
to various countries in Latin America and Europe with a political and cultural mission. He returned to Santo Domingo in 1963 and left the national territory again in 1965, after the war in April of that year. In 1968 he finally founded his residence in his homeland. For several years he worked as a professor at the School of Experts and
Accountants, the Ordinary School of Men and the Autonomous University of Santo Domingo. In the last institution, which he entered in 1972, he taught the departments of Dominican history and aesthetics. Part of his poetic production was included in the main Dominican and Latin American literary anthologies. The world is the most
famous political-social poet in modern Dominican lyrics. He is the author of three famous poems: There is a country in the world, Contracanto to Walt Whitman and Amen of butterflies. There is a country in the world is a reflection song in which every oppressed person can find a place to gestar their own freedom. Meanwhile, Amen de
mariposas, written in honor of the Mirabal sisters killed on Trujillo's orders in 1960, is, in the words of Jose Alcantara Almensara, an open condemnation of the crimes of dictatorship and direct events that ultimately undermined the final pedestal on which the regime then rises (Research 236). His work has earned him numerous awards,
including: The National Prize for History (Dominican Roots of the Monroe Doctrine, 1975), the National Poetry Prize (Hurac'n Neruda, 1976), Professor of the Autonomous University of Santo Domingo (1982), Caonabo de Oro Prize (1982), Dr. Ononis Koza of the Central University of the East (UCE) (1983), resident writer of the
Autonomous University of Santo Domingo (1990) , Dr. Ononis Kausa in humanistic letters of the University of New York (1991), The National Prize for Literature (1993) , Dr. Ononis Kausa of the Dominican University of Organization and Method (OKM) (1996), dedication II international fair sacred book Domingo (1999). The highest
recognition he received The world of the Dominican people was when the Chamber of Deputies of the National Congress of the Dominican Republic declared him a national poet. Walt Whitman's illustration by Walt Whitman is an anomaly in 19th-century English-language poetry, and The Leaves of Grass is also a formidable anomaly. He
was a man with little preparation, but a self-taught man who grew up, like everyone else, in the chest of Elizabethan poetry and English romanticism. Clinging to the Yambi's ways of this dear lyric, he also wrote a score of stylized and forgetful poems that appeared in many New York newspapers with which he collaborated, but which he
would never include in The Leaves of Grass. However, his poor and frirryma childhood on Long Island, which was still, to a large extent, a wild territory, carved into him a strong awareness of himself and wonder of the world, and his participation in the lecture of Ralph Waldo Emerson in 1842, Nature and the faculties of the poet, in which
the philosopher advocated the appearance of the poet - true and sole doctor; one who knows and narrates; one who gives the news because he was present and attentive to everything that arose; one who (...) pronounces what is necessary and causal - that sang the vast geography that blinded the imagination - the lands, peoples and
cities of the New World - showed him that unusual role: that poet who wrote the great poem that was America. Emerson was the only intellectual who reacted with praise to the appearance of the first edition of The Leaves of Grass in 1855. All the other criticisms about the book - the removal of three anonymous Whitman, very favorable,
of course - were relentless. R.W. Griswold, a very influential critic of the time, believed that it is impossible to imagine how he could imagine the fantasy of such a man with a lot of stupid, although he emphasized the energy he is capable of, sometimes, a natural idiot, when he is the victim of a lot of intense excitement. Another anonymous
rese'ista, from London, sent The Leaves of Grass with this subtle consideration: Whitman knows both art and pork math. And many claimed to throw this grassy garbage into the fire. But it made sense for the grass leaves to wake up so much rejection. Someone who wrote that puritanical New England copulation is not more shameful to
me than the death or smell of these armpits is more refined than any prayer, as Whitman does in the 24th Song of Himself, can only incite general misunderstanding, and abut the many. But the poet, imposed by his role, was not bez. On the contrary, he devoted his life to expanding these 12 poems from the 1855 edition to 389 last, the
ninth, which appeared in 1891, with a deathbed, because Whitman took her to bed, where her last illness passed, and where she would die a few months later, in 1892. His work was thus the work of a lifetime: the common poetry that expressed, with the same energy, the uniqueness of yo-Camardo, it is not a book: / who touches it,
touches the man, writes in Songs of Farewell - and the birth of us, the boiling of individual consciousness and the construction of a community where he called a new man, which Whitman wrote in capital letters. The leaves of the grass does what all the great poems have always done: breaking with tradition. With versicular as
conversational and tortuous diction, plagued by its best instrument, listing, and festive tone, Whitman opens a collective, massive epic in which everyone - from the last slave to the president of the nation - is the main character, and each brings his individual, equally valuable perspective, to a kaleidoscopic perspective of reality. The world
of Grass Leaves is neither mythical nor incomprehensible, but what the poet sees every day is heterogeneous, contradictory: labor camps and beaches, factories and piers, meadows and marshes, and above all, the turbulent city of New York, with its crowds - whites, blacks and immigrants - and its madness, which represent the
complexity of space. Whitman incorporates in his vision - and claims - the controversial aspects of reality: the homosexual love underlying all his work, but above all in Kalamo; Women's Equality - I am a poet of women, like a man, / and I say that it is as noble as being a woman as a man; abolition of slavery - he dreams of a city where
there are no more slaves and slave owners; autonomy and majesty of nature - that the blade of grass is no less than the path on which the stars pass, / and that the ant is as perfect as a grain of sand or a chokhon egg-; and a social ethic that was to be condemned then, as it is now, by frivolous judges, corrupt mayors and bluffing priests.
Whitman was very present in Spanish lyrics - even if his first translation in Spain went to Catalan: Fulles d'herba, by Cebria de Montoliu, in 1909 - since Jose Marti attended the poet's conference in 1887 and circulated in the article, The Poet Walt Whitman, the charm that his figure and ideas have prepared for him. Ruben Darius read
Marty and equally attracted an American. And from this extraordinary binomial arose interest that went through Juan Ramon Jimenez, Guillermo de Torre, Pablo de Roja, Vicente Huidobro, Neruda - whose common song Whitmanian to the core -, Garcia Oda Whitman, a poet in New York, is a classic of surrealism, Gabriela Mistral, Leon
Felipe, Borges - how brutal he was with Philip's version of The Song of Himself, and which he signed up for one of Whitman's best translations - Pedro Mir, Ernesto Cardenal and Raul Surita, among others, and who never fell. Today, such well-known authors as Juan Carlos Mestre, Enrique Falcone, Julieta Valero, Juan Andres Garcia
Roman or Berta Garcia Faet, whose epic touches are combined with the desire for a break, and whose tot will not mind, but includes attention in a pulsating life, everyday events, elementary feelings, collective injustice and their correction. When I read the book, the famous biography, I said to myself: this is what the author calls the life of
man. And so someone will write my life when I die? (As if someone knew something about my life; I often think that even I know nothing, or very little, of my true life: Just a few glimpses, a handful of fleeting, scattered and indirect traits that I want to explore here, in my favor) in the garden, the world in the garden, the world, the world, I visit
again and declare to powerful comrades, daughters, sons; I mean, and I love, the life of their bodies. Here, curiously, I contemplate my resurrection, after sleep. Evolutionary cycles, describing large orbits, have led me again, loving, mature: everything I feel beautiful, everything, wonderful, and my members, and the stormy fire that always
animates them, for some reason, the most remarkable of all. I exist, and I look, and I get into everything, content with the present and contented with the past. Eve follows me, beside me or behind me, or precedes me, and I follow her. Walt WhitmanWalt Whitman Walt Whitman Special Tag for 200200
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